
NIC Event - Capture The Flag 3.O

Date —28.01.2023
Time — 10:30 AM to 01:30 PM
Organizing Department — Computer Science & Engineering 
Venue — CSE Dept, MVJ College of Engineering
Report — NIC CLUB ACTIVITY "CAPTURE THE FLAG”, Organized by Department of CSE Nova 

Innovative Compskey, was proud to host this event for all the students. The event
Capture The Flag 3.0 was ultimate test for mental ability for riddle cracking and strength of 
programming foundations consisted of 2 rounds which was played as individual or a group of 
members maximum of 4.

Both the rounds of the event were conducted on 28 Jan 2023 in Computer Science and 
Engineering Department. It started at 10:30 AM and ended at 1:00 PM.

Mr. Naveen N (Technical lead, Singapore infotech pvt.ltd), judged the event which was 
coordinated by Event Coordinator Mr. Vinay Raj sir, 296 Students from 84 teams participated 
for the event.

Round 1 (Qualifying Round):
Find the bot: In this round, all the participants were waved off from the department  

giving them riddles which led  them  to  their  first  bot.  Every  bot  had  a  riddle  in  the  form  of 
QR which tells the location of the bot following them. The last bot  (bot  4)  had  the  riddle 
question in form of QR which was a problem whose solution was to be coded. Once the 
participants reached bot 4, they were directed to the department and allowed to code for 
the given problem.  A  duration  of 10 mins  was given  for  each team to  solve  the question  as    
a qualifying task. The time of  submission  was  noted  down  and  the  codes  were  evaluated. 
The teams who submitted earliest with correct logic for the problem were selected to the 
second round.

Round 2 (Final Round):
Rapid fire: The final round of thus even was a ”Rapid Fire“ where top 30 teams who 

were qualified from round 1 were asked a set of questions from basic concepts of 
computers in a rapid fire where the team that buzzed first were given a chance to answer. 
Every right answer was awarded with 10 points and wrong answer  was awarded  with  -5. The top 
2 teams to score the highest were declared winner and runner-up respectively.



Results:

Winner team: Vayun Ultas Ishaan 
Protik

Runner-up team:

1MJ21AI057
1MJ21AI056
1MJ21AI017
1MJ21AI039

Senorita Paul
MVJ22CG009 Anu 
Keerthana MVJ22IS098 
Selvakarthik S
MVJ22Cd003 Megha Shree

MVJ22IS037
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